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ON  POLYNOMIALS  SATISFYING
A TURAN TYPE INEQUALITY

GEORGE  CSORDAS  AND  JACK  WILLIAMSON

Abstract.    For Legendre polynomials Pn(x), P.  Turan  has

established the inequality

A„(X> = Pl(x) - P„+1(x)P„-l(x) ¡> 0,        -liïSl.^1,

with equality only for j-=±1. This inequality has generated con-

siderable interest, and analogous inequalities have been extended to

various classes of polynomials : ultraspherical, Laguerre, Hermite,

and a class of Jacobi polynomials. Our purpose here is to determine

necessary and sufficient conditions for a general class of polynomials

to satisfy a Turan type inequality and to characterize the generating

functions of such a class.

1. Introduction. In 1948, Szegö [12] called attention to the following

remarkable inequality of P. Turan for Legendre polynomials Pn(x):

(1.1) An(x) = P2(x) - Pn+i(x)Pn-i(x) = 0,       -l<x£l,n£l,

with equality only for x=±l. This inequality has generated considerable

interest (see, e.g., [4] and [10]). Turán's proof and three additional proofs

of (1.1) were given by Szegö [12], who also extended the result to ultra-

spherical, Laguerre, and Hermite polynomials. More recently, Gasper

[2] proved the analogue of (1.1) for a class of Jacobi polynomials. Our

purpose here is to determine necessary and sufficient conditions for a

general class of polynomials to satisfy a Turan type inequality and to

characterize the generating functions of such a class.

Let {ak}k=0 be a sequence of real numbers with a0=l, let

(1.2) g„(x) = 2 (? W*.
¡fc=o \k/

and let

K(x) = gl(x) - gn+x(x)gn_x(x),       n ^ 1.

_
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If, for each x, — oo<x< oo, either

(T) An(x) > 0,   n ^ 1,       or       A„(x) = 0,   « £ 1,

then we shall say that the sequence {gn}n=o satisfies a Turan type inequality.

J. L. Burchnall [1] showed that if gn(x) has real, simpie zeros for

n^.1, then {gn} satisfies condition (T). In addition, it is easy to see that if

(1.3) g„(x) = (1 + axxT,       n ^ 1,

then A„(x) = 0, «^1, so that the sequence {gn} defined by (1.3) trivially

satisfies condition (T).

Now it is natural to inquire whether there are other examples of poly-

nomials of the form (1.2) which satisfy a Turan type inequality. By way of

an answer to this question, we shall show that provided the coefficients

{ak} satisfy a mild restriction, the two sequences of polynomials mentioned

above are the only sequences which satisfy a Turan type inequality, that

is, satisfy condition (T). Indeed, if {gn} is a sequence of polynomials

defined by (1.2), then we have

Theorem 1. If {gn} satisfies condition (T) and if An(C)=0 for some

fj-íO, «s£l, then

gn(x) = (1 + axx)\        n ^ 1.

Theorem 2. If An(x)>0 for all x^O, »¡£¡1, and if the sequence of

coefficients {ak} satisfies the condition

(1.4) (tk-iak+i < 0   whenever ak = 0,

then gn(x) has real, simple zeros for »>1.

We remark that it is not difficult to construct examples which show

that Theorem 2 is false if condition (1.4) is omitted.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. If A„(f)=0 for some f-^0, b>1, then, in

particular, Ax(C) = (a2x—a0a2)£¡2=0. Hence, a\—a0a2=0 and a fortiori

Ax(x) = (a2x—a0a2)x2 = 0. But then, in view of condition (T),

(2.1) A„(x) = 0,       n = 1, 2, • • * .

Now An(x) is a polynomial of degree 2« with leading coefficient

a\—an_xan+x, so (2.1) implies that

(2.2) a\ - an-xan+x = 0,       n = 1,2,- ■ ■ .

Thus, it follows from (2.2) and an easy induction argument that an=ax,

n=\, 2, ■ • • . Hence,

«.M = i (?W*=i (nMxk=v+a^n-
fc=0  \K-' k=0  \K/
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3. Proof of Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 2 depends upon an

algebraic rule, which Pólya [6, p. 21] credits to de Gua, and a lemma.

de Gua's rule. A polynomial/(x) with real coefficients has real, simple

zeros only, if its derivatives f'(x),f"(x), • • • ,/("'(x), • • • have the prop-

erty:

If £ is real and/<n>(f)=0, then/<^1>(f)/<"+1>(í)<0.

Lemma.    Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2,

a* - fl„-ifl»+i > 0.       n = 1, 2, • • • .

Proof. The proof will be by induction. First observe that, by

hypothesis, Ax(x) = (al~a0a2)x2>0, xj±0, and hence,

(3.1) a2x - a0a2 > 0.

Now suppose

(3.2) a\ - a0a2 > 0,    a\- axa3 > 0,    ■ ■ • ,    a2n_x - an_2an > 0.

To show that a\ — an_xan+x'>0, note that

A„(*) - 2 c*x*'
k=2

where

c2n = a» - an_xan+x   and    c2n_x = (n - \)(anan_x - an_2an+x).

Thus, the hypothesis A„(x)>0, x?¿0, implies a2n—an_xan+x^.O and

(3.3) anan-x = an_2an+1   whenever a\ - an_xan+1 = 0.

Now if a„=0, then it follows from (1.4) that a2—an_xan+x>0. If, on

the other hand, a„-¿0 and a2„—an_xan+x=0, then (3.3) implies anan_x =

an_2an+x. Consequently, it follows that a2n^x—an-2an=0. This contradicts

(3.2) and thus, the induction is complete.

We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 2. First, set

(3.4) Pnix) = (l/rI!)x"g„(x-1)

and observe that

(3.5) P'nix) = Pn_xix).

Next, express x2nAn(x~1) in terms of the polynomials defined by (3.4) to

obtain

(3.6)   x^A^x-1) = in + 1)! (n - 1)!
n + 1

Pn(x) - P„-i(x)Pn+1(x) Ï
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Since by hypothesis A„(x)>0 for x-^0, »£§1, (3.6) implies

(3.7) an(x) = -2— P2(x) - Pn-i(x)Pn+x(x) > 0,       x#0,»£l.
n + 1

Moreover, the preceding lemma implies

(3.8) in - 1)! in + 1)! «rn(0) = a\ - an-Xan+x > 0,       n ^ 1.

Thus, by (3.7) and (3.8), we have

(3.9) o*„(x) > 0,        - co < x < co,       n ^ 1.

Now suppose that FÍ1*)(^)=0. Then by (3.5) and (3.9), we have

o < o-^d) =  " -k p2n_kio - pn^k+mpn_k_m
n — k + 1

n - k + 1

= -P^i^P^H).

Thus,

P^CDP^CD < o,       fc = 1, • • •, n - 1,

and de Gua's rule implies F„(x) has real, simple zeros for «5:1. Since

gnix)=nl x~"Pnix~1), it follows that gnix) has real, simple zeros for

n^l.

Theorem 2 has the following immediate but interesting

Corollary.    Let An(x) and {an} satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2

and set

M*> = Ï (*) W.        » ̂  1> F ̂  I-

T/*e« gn,Pix) has real, simple zeros and, for every p^l, the sequence

{gn,p} satisfies condition (T).

Proof.   Since

Sn.v\X) = |      ~T Sn+Áx)
in + p)\

and gn+vix) has real, simple zeros, Rolle's theorem implies that g„iPix)

has real, simple zeros. The assertion that {#„,„} satisfies condition (T),

for/»^l, then follows from Burchnall's result mentioned in the Introduc-

tion.
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4. The generating functions of polynomials satisfying condition (T).

Suppose

(4.1) /(z) = J akzk/k\       (a0 = 1)
fc=0

is holomorphic in a neighborhood of the origin. It is well known (see,

e.g., [8]) that the sequence of polynomials {gn}, defined by (1.2), is

generated by ezfixz), that is, ez/(xr)=2n=ogn(x)znln{-t while the sequence

of polynomials {F„}, defined by (3.4), is generated by exzfiz), that is,

exzfiz)=2ñ=oPn(x)zn. (The polynomials F„(x) are called Appell poly-

nomials.)

Of special interest is the case when/(z) is of the form

(4.2) /(z) = e-yz'+ßz fi (1 - z¡zn)ezlzn

n=l

where y^O, ß, zn are real and 2"=i zñ2< oo.

We shall say that an entire function/(z) of the form (4.2) belongs to

the class f£-2P (Laguerre-Pólya) and we shall write/(z) e f£-3P.

\ffiz)eÇe-@ is given by (4.1), then it is well known [7, p. 110] that,

for «stl, g„(x) = 2it=o (k)akxk has only real zeros. Consequently, it follows

([3, §4.3] or [9, p. 76]) that

(4.3) a\ - ak_xak+x > 0,    k ^ 1,    or   a2. - ak^ak+x =0,    fc.jg l.1

(Note that the second condition in (4.3) implies that/(z) = e"lZ.) Since

f(z) e fe-0> clearly implies ezf(xz) e£?-3P and exzf(z) e&-0> for every x,

— co<x<oo, the following proposition is a consequence of (4.3).

Proposition 1. Let f(z) be given by (4.1). If f(z)eS^-0>, then the
polynomial sequences {gn} and {n\Pn} generated by ezf(xz) and exzf(z)

respectively, satisfy condition (T).

Conversely, as a consequence of Theorem 2, we have

Proposition 2. If {ak}k=ti, a0=l, is a sequence of real numbers which

satisfies (1.4) and if the sequence {g„} defined by (1.2) satisfies condition (T)

then the function
00

/(Z)  = 2 akzklk'
k==0

belongs to the class Si-SP.

1 Szegö [12] used this condition to show that many of the classical polynomials

satisfy a Turan type inequality.
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Proof.   By Theorems 1 and 2, gnix), n^l, has only real zeros, and

hence, the polynomial Gniz), n^l, where

has only real zeros. Furthermore, since

G„(0) = 1,    |G;(0)| = M   and   |G£(0)| < * \a2\,

it follows (see, e.g., Szász [II]) that {C7n(z)} is a normal family. Now

/(z) is clearly the unique limit function of the sequence {G„(z)}; thus,

{Gniz)} converges uniformly to/(z) on every compact subset of the plane.

Since Gniz), «j£l, has only real zeros, a classical result of Pólya [5]

implies that/(z) e^-0>.
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